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There are many important questions to ask any massage school you may be considering attending. Some of the more common questions are ones that include costs, calendars, length of program, age requirement and educational prerequisites. But there are questions that most potential students do not think or know to ask.

One such example is, “How long has your school been in operation?”

This is a very important question, and not always an obvious question to ask. Some massage-school owners will make it appear they are big and experienced, and worst of all, a healthy and viable school, when they are anything but. A perfect example of how this question can be a vital one is that I recently discovered a new massage school Web site that made such claims as “24 Years in Massage Therapy Education!” In this example, not only had this school not even opened its doors yet, its building hadn’t been built. Not only that, but the owner never previously owned a massage school. The company advertised classes were to start in March 2008. I wonder if it accepted tuition from folks who didn't ask this question. Healing Mountain Massage School® is currently in our 24th year of operation, and its’ director & founder has been an LMT for 30 years, writing massage-related books and teaching massage for 26 years.

An example of a question that potential students would not even know to ask would be, “What is your school’s pass rate on the National Certification Exam?”

Any massage school that is worth its salt is approved by the National Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork (NCBTMB). This board provides a National Certification Exam that is required in many states as a requirement to practice in that state, or to be able to apply for licensure to practice in that state. Each school is provided with annual pass rates, which indicate how many of that school’s graduates took the exam, and of those, what percentage passed the exam. As a massage-school owner, I know this is an indication of the quality of education a student receives, and if a school’s pass rate is low, it is not providing an adequate education. Last year, my school’s pass rate was 97 percent, and we proudly maintain a pass rate in the high 90s, year after year. The national average pass rate for massage schools is low, 69 percent. That means for every massage-school graduate that takes the National Certification Exam, only 69 out of 100 graduates pass. It also means that 31 out of 100 fail. Their massage school obviously did not provide an adequate education, and all that time and money was wasted if they could not pass the exam. I recently spoke to a gentleman who is planning on attending my massage school, and I told him to ask this question of any other school he might be considering. He told me a school he contacted said they “couldn’t remember what their pass rate was.” Gee, I wonder why?
Anyone considering going to massage school is making a tremendous investment of their time and money. And there are schools out there that can be a waste of your valuable resources if you don’t know which questions to ask. When you ask these questions, you can also ask for proof. Any school that has statistics such as its National Certification Exam pass rate, will have this in writing from the National Board. Ask for a copy, especially if the school boasts a 100 percent pass rate. And to any school that does have a 100 percent pass rate, my hat is off to you in admiration and respect. Healing Mountain® is approved by the National Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork. While the National Certification Exam is no longer used for licensing purposes in most states, the MBLEx exam by the Federation of State Massage Therapy Boards is the current standard. Currently, Healing Mountain® has a 100% MBLEx pass rate for its combined Salt Lake & Orem campuses for 2019-2020 reporting year.
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